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Approach to optimize conversion efficiency of discharge-pumped plasma
extreme ultraviolet sources
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The possibility of enhancing the conversion efficiency of a capillary-discharged xenon plasma via
a current step is theoretically demonstrated using a simplified model. The current step is shown to
exert a significant effect on the plasma dynamics in capillary discharge extreme ultraviolet sources.
In particular, the pinching phase can be maintained at a quasi-steady-state by the current control,
which prolongs the emission period of radiating plasma. © 2005 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2048824�
In the past few years, capillary-discharged plasmas be-
came reliable table-top light sources in the soft x-ray and
extreme ultraviolet �EUV� spectrum range. They opened the
way for laboratory operation of a variety of applications,
such as the generation of intense coherent soft x-ray
radiation,1 laser wakefield accelerators,2 or EUV
lithography.3 The last is of great commercial interest because
it is the extension of today’s optical lithography toward a
shorter wavelength. Currently, a substantial amount of re-
search is focused on three ionic systems �Xe,4 Sn,5 and Li6�
which are believed to produce sufficient flux in the EUV
region. Theoretical results revealed, in the discharge-pumped
Xe plasma, that the transitions responsible for in-band radia-
tion occur only in ten-times-ionized Xe �Xe XI�.7 Unfortu-
nately, the conversion efficiency �CE� of Xe XI to EUV in-
band radiation is small since a large driving power is
required to achieve practical exposure intensities. On the
other hand, the failure in the heat removal from a capillary
tube at the high-power level reminds us that optimization of
the CE is of major importance. The CE depends on the con-
version of stored electrical energy to the plasma energy �the
optimum pinching condition for sinusoidal-like current is at
some point after maximum where the current is ��20–30�%
less�8 and then to in-band radiation.9 Previously, we found
the limitation on the latter,10 namely, the plasma CE �PCE�
results from the atomic structure of Xe XI and hydrodynamic
behavior �primarily, the fast plasma cooling due to a rapid
expansion following a high density and temperature at pinch-
ing phase� in a capillary-discharged plasmas,11 and could be
overcome if the external parameters �e.g., current pulse, cap-
illary radius, and gas pressure� are controlled in a suitable
way. In other words, maintaining the plasma at a quasi-
steady-state �QSS� �in the ideal case, Bennett equilibrium12

where the plasma is in the pressure balance situation� with
appropriate conditions which prolong the radiation of Xe XI
is an essential requirement to optimize the PCE. So far, all of
the experiments with the capillary discharges described in
the literature were carried out using sinusoidal-like currents
�see, for example, Refs. 4 and 6�. Herein, we report the cal-
culation results of a simplified model relevant to the condi-
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tions in a capillary-discharged Xe plasma and propose a pos-
sible approach to optimize the conversion efficiency using a
current step scheme.

We start our analysis using a one-dimensional magneto-
hydrodynamic �MHD� model with cylindrical geometry,13

which includes time-dependent ionization of Xe ground
states. The populations of the excited levels of Xe XI are
calculated at the collisional radiative equilibrium approxima-
tion using the necessary atomic data obtained from the He-
brew University-Lawrence Livermore Atomic Code �HUL-

LAC� Package14 as a postprocessor of the MHD calculation.
The PCE �i.e., the quotient of in-band emitted energy and the
internal plasma energy� is estimated based on the calculated
spectral brightness of in-band transitions integrated over the
line profile.9,10

Figure 1�b� presents the radius-time trajectories of the
Lagrangian cells which are calculated based on the driving
current �I1: Solid line� as shown in Fig. 1�a�. We assumed
that Xe ions and electrons initially have uniform distribu-
tions with equal densities 0.6�1016 cm−3 in a capillary of
radius 0.2 cm. The current is treated as an external source;
I1�t�= I0 sin��t /2tr�exp�−t / tf� with I0=18 kA, tr=75 ns, and
tf =340 ns. When the plasma is compressed by the azimuthal
magnetic field as shown in Fig. 1�b�, it is also heated and
finally producing a high density and temperature at the time
of maximum compression called pinch. The temporal varia-
tions of the electron density �Ne� and the electron tempera-
ture �Te� on the axis are shown in Fig. 1�c�. At the pinch
moment, the plasma thermal energy exceeds the magnetic
energy containing the plasma temporarily. As a result, the
plasma expands and in doing so reduces the temperature and
becomes less dense. Figure 1�d� shows the time evolutions of
average ionic charge state �Zave�, and population of Xe XI
ground state �NZ� on the axis. In addition, the total PCE
calculated using the radial optical depths �at static
approximation�15 for all cells with the assumption that the
plasma length equals to 0.15 cm �approximately according to
étendue limit�16 is shown. A comparison of Figs. 1�c� and
1�d� indicates that the occurrence of a low electron density
and temperature in the expansion phase limits the integrated
PCE due to a reduction in the in-band intensity. The plasma
velocities against radius at times of 126 and 144 ns are
shown in Fig. 1�e�. Comparing Figs. 1�b� and 1�e� shows the

expansion time is �20 ns, which has agreement with the
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time-scale characteristic of the Bennett equilibrium,17 i.e.,

the mean Alfvén transit time ��̄A=a / V̄A where a is the

plasma radius, V̄A�m/s�= �1/4���0 /�MiNI is the mean
Alfvén velocity, I is the plasma current, Mi is the ionic mass,
�0 is the permeability of free space, and N=�2�n�r�rdr is
the line density of ion�. The expansion velocity shown in Fig.
1�e� may also be estimated using the ion sound velocity re-
lation as Vion�m/s��8.9�103�ZaveTe�eV� /Za where Za is
the atomic number. The Zave�10 is approximately related to
Te�50 eV, thus Vion�2.7�106 cm/s. Previous results in
capillary discharge x-ray laser11 revealed the occurrence of
rapid plasma expansion due to the reflection of the shock
wave that reaches the axis, expands, and heats the plasma.
The plasma thermalization time ��th� can be estimated by the
time taken for a reflected shock wave to pass through the
collapsing plasma shell as �th�2a / �Vs+W�. Here, Vs is the
shock velocity and W is the velocity of reflected shock wave.
For Vs�W�3�106 cm/s and a�0.02 cm, the thermaliza-

FIG. 1. �a� The currents assumed in the calculations. �b� The plasma radii
against time. �c� Time evolutions of Ne and Te on the axis. �d� Time evolu-
tions of Zave and NZ on the axis, and the total integrated PCE. �e� Velocities
of plasma vs radius at different times of 126 and 144 ns. �f� The radius of
the plasma boundary, Zave on the axis, and the total integrated PCE �solid
line�, and without taking the ionization potentials into account after time
�135 ns for estimating of the plasma energy �dotted-dashed line�, where the
driving current is assumed to be I2.
tion time is �7 ns.
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If we consider a pinching phase already formed, it is
clear that to enhance the PCE, we cannot rely on inertial
confinement time but must preserve radial confining by the
azimuthal magnetic field. If the current is smoothly con-
trolled, the available magnetic pressure is also smooth. One
can estimate using the snowplow model,8 the necessary cur-
rent that should be used to maintain plasma at QSS in pinch-
ing phase. Imaging the current increases to Is, instanta-
neously. Then, this model gives a solution for the
compression velocity as Vcom=��0 /8�Is /�a, where � is den-
sity. We may put �= �̄, namely, the mean density �̄
=NMi /�a2. The compression velocity can now be written as
Vcom�m/s�=��0 /8�MiNIs. This formula for line density re-
lated to our condition, and Is=18 kA gives Vcom�3
�106 cm/s �note that here, the current required to maintain
plasma at pressure balance is I�kA��1.8
�10−9�N�1+Zave�T�eV��13 kA for Zave�10 and T
�60 eV�. If the current is suddenly increased, it must flow at
the plasma surface. An estimation for the classical diffusion
time of the magnetic field into plasma is determined by a
binary collision formula given by Spitzer, with a correction
for cylindrical geometry as18 �D=1.3
�10−2a2Te

1.5�eV� /Zave ln �. For the Coulomb logarithm
�ln ��=10, a=0.02 cm, Zave=10, and Te=50 eV, it gives
�D�2 ns. This discussion agrees with our numerical calcu-
lations. Figure 1�f� illustrates the radius of plasma boundary,
Zave on the axis, and the total PCE. The initial conditions are
the same as Fig. 1�b�. But, we assumed that the current I1
increases linearly to Is=18 kA between the time of 130 and
142 ns �in fact, the current step can be switched on the
pinching phase within inertial confinement time �c=2a /Vion�,
namely, dI /dt=1.5�1012 A/s, and then it remains constant
�I2� as shown in Fig. 1�a�. The Zave and the radius of plasma
boundary as shown in Fig. 1�f�, indicate that the plasma after
pinch reaches QSS. Figure 1�f� shows that the current step-
ping can exert a significant effect on the plasma expansion,
consequently, enhancing the PCE �solid line�. It should be
noticed that to calculate the PCE �solid line� in Figs. 1�d� and
1�f�, the required plasma energy estimated based on the sum
of thermal energy of ions and electrons, and ionization po-
tentials of different charge states. Suppose the kinetic energy
of the imploding plasma due to first current �I1� makes the
required temperature and Xe XI charge state. In the current
step regime, we expect the PCE enhancement due to the
approximately constant average ionic charge state. Figure
1�f� also shows the PCE �dotted-dashed line� which the
plasma energy after time �135 ns is calculated based on
only the thermal energy. It is difficult to sustain a pinch
plasma column for long time interval owing to growth of the
MHD instabilities. However, the Lundquist number �Lu
�4.52�1021�I4a /N2� for a Xe plasma and Zave�10� in Fig.
1�f� is �2.5 at time �140 ns, which is substantially lower
than the critical Lundquist number �namely, Lu�100, in
which the plasma is in a resistive regime and should be
stable during some �̄A, at least against sausage mode� for a Z
pinch stability.19 Therefore, the total PCE in Fig. 1�f� is cal-
culated for a time interval �Lu��̄A of the pinching phase.
Since Lu depends strongly on I and N, the calculation results
for different sets of parameters and shape of current step �for
instance, I2�t�� t1/3� will be reported elsewhere. Using the
power balance equation,17 1.5�1+Zave�NdT /dt= Pj − Pr

2 2
− �I /c a��da /dt� and with assumption da /dt�0 �namely,
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the magnetic pressure does not approximately perform work
by compressing the pinch column in current step region�, the
only mechanism that can couple more energy into the pinch
seems to be the Joule heating. The Joule power per unit
length of the pinch is Pj�W/m�=1.03
�10−4 ln �ZaveI

2 /�a2Te
1.5�eV�. On the other hand, the opti-

cally thin radiated power density �Pr� can be written as20

Pr�W/m���a2�1+0.3T�keV���10−37Za
�3.7−0.33 ln T�NZNe.

Substituting a=0.02 cm, Ne=1018 cm−3, NZ=1017 cm−3, I
=18 kA, Te=T=50 eV, ln �=10, and Zave=10, into those
equations yields Pj�W/m��7.5�1010 and Pr�W/m��1011,
which shows the Joule heating has a significant contribution.

To better characterize the effect of the current shape, we
calculated the total PCE ��0.05% sr−1� using current I3 as
shown in Fig. 1�a�, in which has the same maximum current
value with I2. As the higher current before pinch produces
much larger shock wave �the shock velocity21 scales as Vs
� I�t� /a�t��, I3 leads to a shorter confinement time and ion-
ization time of Xe XI. The present results demonstrate the
importance of the current profiles on the conversion effi-
ciency of discharge-pumped plasma EUV sources. In fact, a
more sophisticated two-dimensional MHD model,22 self-
consistently coupled to the ionization dynamics, and radia-
tive transfer equation is necessary to predicts quantitatively
the conversion efficiency of Xe plasma. However, the calcu-
lated results clearly reveal the possibility to enhance the
plasma conversion efficiency of discharge-pumped plasma
EUV sources by the control of the plasma current shape.
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